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Introduction
Any time a new industry emerges, it faces unique challenges. When it
comes to the crypto app industry, its rapid growth and innovation are
unintentionally creating a chaotic and cumbersome experience for both
users and creators. 


Magic Square brings order, ease, and trust to the crypto app space so it
can grow like a well-tended garden, not a turf of weeds.


We achieve this by building a holistic solution that addresses the current
pains of the two key stakeholders in the market: users and creators.


For users, we’ve built the Magic Store, a true App Store for crypto apps
governed by our community. Within the store, users will enjoy Magic
Spaces, a personalized dashboard where they can access all of their
crypto apps and track their app activity in one convenient place.


For creators, we’re building Magic SDK, a platform that lets creators
integrate a massive amount of functionalities such as SSI (Self-Sovereign
Identity) for one-click login, payments subscription, in-app monetization,
and out of the box staking solutions inside their crypto apps. Magic SDK
boosts crypto apps with the power of the Magic Square Ecosystem.
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Overview
Since the App Store and Google Play launched in 2008, we live in a world run by
apps. As of 2021, the average smartphone owner uses 10 apps per day and 30
apps per month. 


From social media to messaging, gaming to productivity, news to
entertainment, health to leisure, and everything in between—there’s an app for
almost any type of industry you can think of. 


But it doesn't stop there.

Thanks to the emergence of blockchain technology, an entirely new industry of
apps are being developed for the cryptocurrency market.

Cryptocurrency-based apps—which we’ll refer to as “crypto apps”—are not
merely a new app development trend. These apps provide an essential utility that
transforms the way we:

Transact

Build &
manage
wealth

Borrow, lend
& earn
interest

Store sensitive
data

Commodify
digital assets
(NFTs)

Game & more

And, while they aren’t yet as popular as messaging apps like WhatsApp or
social media apps like TikTok, crypto apps are forecasted to become as
commonplace as retail banking apps. 
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Let’s do a quick overview of the crypto market:
• The crypto user base hit the 100 million mark in January 2021—a
milestone that is driving the rapid development and adoption of crypto
apps. 

• As of February 2021, there are nearly 70 million blockchain wallet users
and over 80 different types of wallets. Wallets are just one type of crypto
app. 

• As of August 2021, there are nearly 4,000 active cryptocurrency-based
decentralized applications running across more than a dozen blockchain
platforms, including Ethereum, Solana, BSC, and more. (This number does
not account for all the centralized crypto apps in the market like Binance,
Coinbase, and Kraken.)
So if there are so many crypto apps already on the market, where are
they hosted? 


Where can people easily discover, manage, and access them?


And, when it comes to creators, who is helping them develop, monetize,
validate, deploy and market their crypto apps?


Well, it’s not the App Store or Google Play—they only host a fraction of
centralized crypto apps (and none that are decentralized).

This is the current pain in the crypto app industry:
• For users, there is no one easy-to-use platform where they can discover
and manage vetted crypto apps and enjoy a personalized experience. 

• For creators, there is no multi-chain real crypto app Store and not just a
directory with links that allow them to efficiently and economically
monetize crypto apps and market them to users.
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So,

what’s the solution?  

We’re building the Magic Store, the first-ever DAO marketplace for crypto
apps that relies on a community of users and developers for app quality
control in order to filter out inappropriate apps and scams.


Think of it like Apple’s App Store for crypto developers and users. 


Within the Magic Store, users have a personalized dashboard called Magic
Spaces where they can seamlessly access all of their crypto apps in one
space, easily and securely. In addition, users can centrally track all activity
across their crypto apps and engage with the Magic Square Community.


We’re also building the first multi-chain Software Development Kit that
empowers creators to develop, validate, deploy, market and monetize
their crypto apps. 


Our vision is to develop the
infrastructure that powers the
growth and success of the
crypto app ecosystem. 
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Magic Store

The crypto industry has disproportionately focused on token and protocol
discovery and much less on client-facing products. Our store shifts that
paradigm to focus on utility for users. 


With the launch of our first-to-market community-vetted crypto app store,
the crypto community can find their crypto apps built by leading creators
in one place.


Magic Store allows users to manage all of their crypto apps in the same
way as the Apple App Store or Google Play Store: users can download
their apps, use them across devices, and access them in one click of the
button without lengthy registration processes.
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Many crypto projects build communities during their token sales, but these
communities often wait for a price appreciation and never actually use the
product they invested in. In addition to that, most crypto projects do not
have their product fully developed during their token sale, so there is no
product even to use.  


Our vision is to break this cycle by creating a community with viable
products that meet various needs. Creators have a place that will allow
them to build their own community of users and effectively monetize their
apps. Users will gain access to vetted apps whitelisted through a voting
process that will prevent the publication of scams and inappropriate apps
in the store.

The Magic Store will feature all kinds of apps including:
• DeFi (trading, wallets, lending\borrowing, insurance /
reinsurance, custody, and more)

• NFTs

• GameFi
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Use to Earn
Magic Square is happy to present a unique model for the Magic Store.
Users can earn rewards just for downloading and using apps. Each day
Magic Square will distribute rewards based on the personal ranking of the
user, their “Karma Score". This unique model allows users to earn SQR
tokens without investing their money, just their time. Users with the highest
monthly score will get an additional rewards as special NFTs.


We believe that the phrase “if you don’t pay for the product you are the
product” does not work anymore. Every person who spends their time and
assists the platform to grow and get better deserves to be rewarded for
their efforts. This model is already becoming popular in GameFi's
play-to-earn system and now we have integrated it into the App Store
vertical. 


Every day, Magic Square drops SQR tokens and adds them to a
community's "rewards pool." These tokens are then awarded to users for
their contributions based on the number of downloads and time they
spend using the apps. The rewards are accumulated in the user’s wallet
and released once per month. The top three users each month receive
personal invitations to Magic Square events. 


While most social platforms award their shareholders, Magic Square
believes that the users of the platform should receive the benefits and
rewards for their time and the contributions they make to the platform.

Referrals
In addition, Users will be rewarded for the number of active members they
refer to Magic Square. Each user can get a bigger stake from the reward
pool based on the number of referrals. For example, two users with the
same daily activity can get the following rewards:
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User A

User B

Daily Activity Score

120

120

Number of Referrals

0

12

4.2

6.7

Daily Reward in SQR Tokens

Governed By Community

The App and Play stores are managed by Apple and Google teams,
respectively. As the stores became more popular, the teams got bigger and
bigger to provide the same level of service to the app developers. Magic
Square will engage the community’s power to control the quality of crypto
apps that will be listed in the Magic Store.


Each community member can become a qualified validator (jury) by
staking 5000 SQR tokens and passing a validator qualification test. After a
user passes the test, they will receive a reward for each validation process
they participate in (80% of validator funds are distributed among the

qualiﬁed validators). If they fail the test, they can instead nominate
someone to act as a validator on their behalf. The nominees need to pass
the same qualification test and will get a portion of the original validator
reward.
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Validators will check each app that applied for whitelisting based on the
following criteria:

• Utility - How useful is the app?

• Speed - How satisfied are you with the loading speed of the app?

• Simplicity - How satisfied are you with the navigation of the app?

• Design - How would you rate the look of the app?

• Experience - How would you rate the overall user experience of the
app?

To support the decision of the validators, each app must pass the
following automated tests to provide statistics and a comparison analysis:

Performance Score - Measures the loading speeds and overall
performance of the app

Dynamic Security Score - Measures the overall security of
the app

Reputation Score - Conducts anti-fraud tests to determine
app credibility
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Unrestricted Validation
Besides qualified validators, in Magic Square, we believe in the “wisdom of
the crowd”. The higher the number of validators, the better quality of apps in
the Magic Store. 


Each user can register as a standard validator without the need to stake any
SQR tokens and pass the qualification test. Up to 500 standard validators
can participate in the voting process and receive a small reward in SQR
tokens (20% of validator funds are distributed among the standard
validators).

Final Score and Rewards
After the completion of the voting process by validators, the app will get its
final score. If the score is higher than 4.0, the app will be automatically listed
within the Magic Store together with the voting report.
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Creators will stake SQR tokens to apply for the whitelisting process. On a
weekly basis, Magic Square, through the utilization of the smart contract, will
distribute all the rewards to the validators. Validators who choose to keep
their reward in a staking pool will get an increased reward relative to regular
staking pool rewards.

Magic Grant Program
Since the most challenging process for a creator is to attract new users to
their app, Magic Square is proud to announce the Magic Grant Program.
Each newly listed App can apply for a grant of up to 200,000 SQR tokens to
be used by the creator to attract users to their apps through challenges,
contests, and prizes. The amount of the prize is decided through the same
voting process by our community validators or their nominees. Creators who
wish to receive a grant must first stake the number of SQR tokens to match
the amount they are requesting, for a period of 12 months.



Challeng
es
Contest
Adding
s to
apps
Prize
Spaces
s
Bonuse
s
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M
 agic Spaces

To personalize the user's experience in the Magic Store and to make it
extremely easy to use and accessible - we invented Magic Spaces. By
adding crypto apps or widgets to well-designed personalized spaces, our
community members will change how they interact with all of their favorite
crypto apps. From now on, you don’t need to switch between websites or
crypto apps on your phone. Just navigate within your Spaces and select
what crypto apps you want to use. By clicking on the crypto apps, it will
be opened instantly inside the tabs within your personal space, so you
never need to leave it.
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Magic Spaces is available and fully synchronized across all your devices,
including desktops, web browsers, and mobile devices. Discovering and
using crypto apps is now just as easy as downloading an app on the
Apple or Android stores.


The combination of the Magic Store and Magic Spaces creates a single
environment which allows users to access all of their crypto apps precisely
in the same way. By introducing Spaces, we dramatically improve user
interface with blockchain technology by creating a single, integrated,
interoperable experience.

Interoperability
Magic Square provides users with the unique ability to operate across
blockchains and between protocols. This opens the crypto app world to
users: they no longer need to restrict themselves to apps that operate
under specific protocols. We create an interoperable user experience with
cross-chain bridges, integrated DeFi services, and Self-Sovereign Identity
(SSI) technology.
Cross-Chain Bridges
Magic Square has implemented Bridges using deBridge technology in
order to allow users the freedom of mobility across blockchains and
protocols.
Bridges wrap tokens to allow:
• cross-chain interoperability, compatibility, and composability of
smart contracts

• cross-chain swaps

• bridging of arbitrary assets

• interoperability and bridging of NFTs
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Bridges allow the transfer of data and liquidity across blockchains and
provide a single decentralized standard for bridging assets. With Bridges,
our users can maximize their overall crypto experience without limiting
themselves to a single chain or protocol.
Integrated DeFi Services
Popular and community-vetted DeFi Services: AMMs, staking, loans,
insurance, etc. are built into the app pages featured on the Magic Store. 

So, users maximize their experience by accessing these services directly
within the app pages themselves, without needing to leave to external
websites. The services featured on an app page are directly related to the
specific app and support the app's native currency and protocol.
SSI
Self Sovereign Identity (SSI) technology allows users the ability to control
who has access to their identifying information. SSI works across all apps.
Each app must request permission to be granted access to a user's
information, and users can revoke or grant permissions with the swipe of
their finger.

Magic ID - SSI (Self-Sovereign Identity)

With Magic ID, users will connect all the crypto apps with the click of a
button, which will bring more trust and simplicity to the entire
Blockchain ecosystem.

Everyone has unique sets of identifying information. This information could
be things like birth date, citizenship, email addresses, or wallets they use.
In the physical world, these are represented as cards and certificates that
are held by the identity holder in a secure place and are presented when
the person needs to prove their identity.
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The Magic Square identity system gives you the ability to use your digital
wallet and authenticate your own identity using the credentials you have been
issued. You no longer have to give up control of personal information to
dozens of databases each time you want to access new goods and services
with the risk of your identity being stolen by hackers.
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D
 ecentralized Identifiers (DIDs)
DIDs create unique, private, and secure peer-to-peer connections
between two connection points. Users know who they are connecting with
and vice versa. Nobody else can interfere in any way. DIDs are crucial to
understanding because they are the crux of why SSIs are earning their
revolutionary stature. They provide a public key (the identity of the user)
and simultaneously a private key with which to sign any identification
document. 


The best way to explain the value comes from our over-reliance on
intermediaries such as Google and Facebook when sharing information.
The metadata gathered from our interactions online is mostly out of our
control, and big tech can barrage us with targeted advertisements from
interactions users have on their platforms.
It’s an inconvenience at best, but when it comes down to the more
important information you share, the problem becomes more
menacing.


Magic ID ensures that the verifiable credentials a user has can only be
shared with apps or other users they deem trustworthy. So now the user
has the necessary documents, they have the secured connections, the
last part is how blockchain brings it all together.

Blockchain
Within the context of SSIs, blockchains serve a vital function in ensuring
that everyone in the network has the same source of the truth. They
ensure that each transaction, purchase, or movement of a document can
be easily checked via a sort of digital paper trail.
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The cost or effort of corrupting a record would be so great as to make it
more or less impossible. Using the blockchain and its trail of evidence and
authentication, anyone can be reassured that a document is correct given
that they can also check who ‘validated’ it, e.g., a government agency.
Magic Square will employ the power of the community to validate the
personal data of users. Once the data is validated, it can be used by the
user as a Single Sign-On to all the apps from Magic Spaces, and the user
decides what data they are willing to share. If an app wants to use

the data for commercial terms i.e. segmentation or targeting, the app will
need to disclose this information to its users and provide its users with the
option of paying tokens instead of allowing the app to use their
information.

Magic Karma

SSI is not the only solution for secure storage and easy interchange of
data. "Magic Karma" is a personal score we grant our users to quantify all
of their Magic Square activity. All likes, reviews, downloads, votes,
challenges, transactions, staking, etc are quantified in a user's Karma
score. The higher a user's score, the more the community can trust the
user. Magic Square will use Magic Karma in many ways in the future; for
example, creators can build reward programs based on the Magic Karma
Score, and the Karma Score can influence the number of votes a user is
allocated.

Score - 6
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Reports
Since Magic Spaces collects and aggregates all the on-chain information
about all of its users’ app activities, we can generate an on-damand
report that will be used by any 3rd party including official entities in order
to provide relevant and up-to-date information about the user’s
blockchain activities. This information becomes extremely valuable
especially as government regulation increases user transparency
regarding their blockchain activity.
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M
 agic SDK
Magic Square is developing a comprehensive and easy-to-use SDK
(Software Development Kit) that allows creators to easily enhance their
apps and provide more valuable services to their client base. Magic SDK
supports the most common programming languages such as
Java/Node JS/C++ so developers don’t need to waste time learning
obscure languages such as RUST.

SDK
Debuging

Code Library

APIs

Documentation

Tutorials

Both companies, Apple and Google provide their set of tools to assist
developers to add additional functionality to their apps. In both cases,
these tools are developed by the companies. Since Magic Square is driven
by the community, our SDK is open source so every developer can add
more tools that will be used by the community of developers. These tools
to be vetted by certified partners and added to the public list of available
tools.

Creators can use a growing amount of SDK tools to enhance their
development process in every possible way. The set will include but not be
limited to the following list of essential tools:
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• Payment System with Subscription Model - 
Accept one-time or subscription payments within your app.

• Wallets - 
Infrastructure to integrate all the common wallets under one hood for
the convenience of the user. 

• Trading Data Aggregation - 
Connection to more than 20 exchanges via a single API with access to
historical data. 

• On-Chain Data - 
Access data across blockchains to track blockchain money-flow to
enhance crypto-compliance and surveillance solutions. 

• SSI (Self Sovereign Identity) - 
One-click login to all crypto apps and services. The user decides which
data to share. 

• Staking of tokens and NFTs - 
In-app solution for multi-chain staking for tokens and NFTs. 

• AMM - 
Get access to all available DEXs Automated Market Making solutions
directly from your app via customizable UI. 

• Community Management Tools - 
Interact with Magic Community directly from your app to create polls,
events, or challenges. 

• And more...

Bundles
Today there is an emerging market of decentralized finance services that
can assist creators to manage their liquidity and allow users to get more
utility from the digital assets like access to custody services or getting an
instant loan.

Inside the Magic Store under each app page will appear hot buttons that
will represent popular DeFi solutions:
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•
•
•
•

Staking for NFTs or tokens

Custody services

Automated Market Making pools

Lending

• Swaps

• Insurance and reinsurance

• Payments

These solutions will be fully integrated into the app pages, and support
native currencies and protocol, so users will not need to navigate away
from an app in order to access related DeFi products and services. Any
3rd-party provider can apply to add their company to one of the
categories and, depending on the community vote, their brand will be
added to the catalog of services that each creator can add as hot
buttons on their app page.


With Bundles, creators can more efficiently engage with their target
audience and manage their liquidity through in-store direct interaction.
With a higher rate of DeFi adoption by the users, creators will get loyal
clients while decentralized finance developers will increase their popularity
and market penetration.


Ne
w
Tab
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For each transaction with a 3rd-party solution via the Bundle module,
Magic Square will charge payment based on transaction cost charged by
the 3rd-party and share this revenue with the app creator. Even
free-to-own apps can earn money using Bundles.

Decentralization
Decentralization is one of the biggest challenges for the crypto industry.
We see a declaration of decentralization all over, but there are not many
truly decentralized solutions.


The first version of Magic SDK will mostly be centralized to adapt itself to
the needs of the creators and increase market penetration without any
barriers. But the next version of the Magic SDK will allow creators two
options: 1. to choose fully decentralized tools that will support their
decentralization concept or 2. to keep using centralized tools.


We believe that down the road when the on-chain transaction costs will
become an insignificant parameter, more and more creators will choose
the decentralized approach.
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Magic Community
Almost all of the processes with Magic Store and Magic Spaces are
governed by the community, and we decided to develop a dedicated
place for all community communications. 


Magic Community is a well-designed, easy-to-use internal communication
platform of the Magic Square community. 


Because all of the validation processes are executed on-chain and within
Magic Square, and we can’t redirect the entire communication about
app-related topics to the 3rd-party chats like Telegram or Whatsapp, we
decided to develop our internal communication channel that is dedicated
to all the topics related to Magic Store, Apps, and Spaces. Here our
community can vote, interact with the app developers, create new groups
and chat with each other.


Besides communication, Magic Community allows users to participate in
challenges formed by creators of the apps or by the Magic Square Team.
These challenges increase engagement with the apps and bring more
value to creators.

Magic Square Token (SQR) - Utility

Governance - In order to manage the Magic Store in the true spirit of

Web3.0, without any intervention from the Magic Square team, we have
implemented an on-chain voting model using Community Validators to fill
the role of the Apple/Google engineers and determine which apps to
feature.
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1. Creators pay SQR tokens to the Validators who asses their dApp 

2. The Community Validators collectively decide which dApps should be
featured on the Store

Base Package

Qualifications

Unlock

Stake 150SQR

Unlimited app downloads to Spaces
Use to Earn


Pro Package

Stake 500SQR

Referral Rewards

Karma Score

Influencer Package

Karma Score > 5000


25% boost of daily rating


Stake 1000SQR

Early access to all events, exclusive contests, etc.

Marketing - Magic Square’s marketing model is one of its Key Drivers. We
are proud to reveal an Innovative Token-Based RTB (Real-Time Bidding)
Program. Creators and service providers who have at least one listed dApp
or approved service can promote their services through a wide number of
categories with Ad Space. Creators can win Ad Space by bidding SQR
tokens based on SBO (Second Best Offer) mechanics. SQR tokens of the
winning bid will be locked for 12 months before there are transferred to the
treasury.

Foundation Reserve - Magic Square’s business model is based on
Revenue Sharing with all the pre-integrated CeFi and DeFi solutions that will
be available for the Magic Community. Each month Magic Square will use
30% of all generated income via the Revenue Sharing model to buy back
SQR tokens from the market. 20% of the tokens will be retrieved to the
Foundation Reserve with a 24 month Lockup Period. Another 10% will be
infused into the Staking Pool with a 12 month Lockup Period.
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Referrals - Creators can initiate referral campaigns, inviting the Magic

Community to refer their friends to use their dApp. In order to do this, the
Creators will create a pool of SQR tokens to be distributed as referral
rewards. Magic Square will collect 10% of all pools to be staked for 24
months before being released into the Treasury.

Creator Grants - Creators can receive up to 200,000SQR in grant

funds to attract new users, determined by Magic Square’s community
validators. Creators who wish to receive a grant must first stake the
number of SQR tokens to match the amount they are requesting, for a
period of 12 months.

Tokenomics
There are three types of members of the Magic Square Ecosystem:
Users

Creators

Validators

The Magic Square (SQR) token, based on the Solana Blockchain, is the
primary unit that powers the Magic Square Ecosystem.

Users

Use to Earn:
• Users earn SQR tokens for their in-store activity

• Activity includes: Downloads, Comments, Ratings, Follows, and
Shares

• Activity is summarized and quantified on a daily basis in the
Magic Karma Score

• To unlock Use to Earn rewards, users must stake SQR
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Reviews
• In addition to standard reviews, users can provide in-depth
reviews and receive a bonus on their daily Karma Score.

• Individual apps can also reward users for reviews with native
app tokens, giving users the ability to earn double.
Daily Rewards Pool
• The Daily Rewards Pool will start with 25,000 SQR tokens and
will incrementally decrease over the first two years.

• An additional 10% of all Revenue Share programs from DeFi
services will be added to this pool.

Period

Daily Use to
Earn Pool

0-6 Months

25,000

7-12 Months

12,250

13-18 Months

6125

19-24 Months

3000

Months 25+

1500

• Users earn tokens from the daily rewards pool based on
staking tier.

• Staking Tiers:
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1 - Base Package
• Users can have up to three apps in their Spaces.

• To unlock unlimited app downloads to Spaces, users must stake
150 SQR.

• The first 20,000 registered users receive lifetime unlimited
downloads to Spaces without staking any tokens.

2 - Pro Package
• Users stake 500 SQR to unlock:
Use to Earn - daily rewards based on in-store activity
Referral Rewards - users earn according to their active
referrals
Karma Score - accumulate Karma for all on-chain activity
to receive higher daily rewards

Action

Score

Comments

1

Shares

5

Likes

1

Downloads

4

Review

3

Contests

3

Reviews

10

Referrals

15
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3 - Inluencer Package
• In addition to Tier 2 perks, users with Karma above 5000 can
stake 1000 SQR tokens and receive a 25% boost to their daily
rating, which means higher rewards. 

• Influencers get early access to all events, exclusive contests, etc.

Creators
App Listing
• Creators must send 10,000 SQR via smart contract to apply
for the listing of a crypto app on the Magic Store.
- 35% is paid to Validators
- 15% is paid to Magic Square
- 50% is staked for the period the app will be listed
in the Magic Store
If an app does not meet the minimum score for listing, 65%
of the tokens will be returned to the Creator’s wallet (35% will
be paid to the validators for their work)
DeFi Bundles
• Creators can choose from the list of pre-integrated Magic
Square DeFi services that support the app’s native token or NFT

• These services are added to the app page as hot buttons.

• Revenue sharing based on the commercial terms of each DeFi
provider
- 70/30 ratio for Magic Square and the app Creator
respectively
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• DeFi developers get up to a 20% discount for paying Magic
Square with SQR tokens.
Magic Grant Program
• To boost the adoption of an app by the Magic Square
community, creators can apply for a grant in SQR tokens. 

• We want our creators to bring their traffic using SQR tokens, in
order to earn Magic Square recognition. Our model for grant
allocation is therefore inclusive and generous.  

• Creators can receive up to 200,000SQR in grant funds to
attract new users. Grant eligibility is determined by the Magic
Square community validators. 


• Creators who wish to receive a grant must first stake the
number of SQR tokens to match the amount they are requesting,
for a period of 12 months. For example, if a creator wishes to
receive 50,000SQR, they must stake 50,000SQR for 12 months in
order to qualify.

Validators
All community members can become qualified or standard validators
Qualified Validators
• To become a qualified validator, one must:
1. Pass a qualification test to demonstrate that their
level of knowledge is adequate to fill this role.

2. Stake 5,000 SQR
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• App creators must pay validators for their work to apply for
listing on the Magic Store. 80% of this fee is awarded to qualified
validators.

• Up to 50 qualified validators validate each app and share the
reward.
Nominees - Qualified validators can transfer the validating rights to
Nominees
• Nominees must pass the qualification test.

• Nominees do not need to stake SQR.

• Nominees receive a portion of the reward that is approved by
both sides in a bargaining method.

• Only one nominee can be nominated for each validation
process.
Standard Validators
• Standard validators don’t need to pass the qualification test or
stake SQR tokens.

• 20% of the app creator’s validator fee is awarded to the
standard validators

• Up to 200 Qualified Validaots will validate each app and share
the reward.
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Token Sale
Distribution of SQR tokens
Category

Number

of Tokens

Team

Advisors

Private Round 

- Phase 1

KOL Round

Private Round 

- Phase 2

Token

Price, $

Funds, $

%

Comments

200,000,000

20.0%

Lockup 12 Months

Vesting 30 Months

50,000,000

5.0%

Lockup 12 months

Vesting 30 months

10.0%

5% Distributed 1 month after
DEX / CEX Listing

Lockup 6 Months

Vesting 24 Months

1.3%

5% Distributed 1 month after
DEX / CEX Listing

Lockup 6 Months

Vesting 20 Months

3.7%

Lockup 6 Months 

after the TGE.

Vesting 20 Months

100,000,000

13,333,333

36,666,667

0.03

0.075

0.12

3,000,000

1,000,000

4,400,000

Public Sale

5,000,000

0.5%

Activity Rewards
and Grants

150,000,000

15.0%

TBD - based on the market
conditions.

10% Unlocked 1 month after
DEX / CEX Listing. 
3 Month Cliff

Vesting 9 Months

1 Month Cliff

Vesting 36 Months
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Token Sale
Distribution of SQR tokens
Category

Number

of Tokens

Market Makers

Token

Price, $

%

Comments

30,000,000

3.0%

Unlocked

Dexs Liquidity

50,000,000

5.0%

2 Weeks Cliff

Vesting 6 Months

Staking Rewards

150,000,000

15.0%

1 Month Cliff

Vesting 36 Months

Reserves

215,000,000

21.5%

Total (Fix)

1,000,000,000

Funds, $

8,400,000

Marketing and Development

Lockup 12 Months

Vesting 36 Months


100.0%

Funds Allocation
Marketing

37.1%

Development

26.4%

Listings and Market Making

14.2%

Operations and Management

8.4%

Business Development

7.6%

Liquidity Provision

6.3%

Total

100,0%

Initial Market Cap
We are unsure at this time if Magic
Square will open the token sale for a
public round, and therefore we cannot
determine the number of tokens that
will be in circulation. For this reason,
we are not able to calculate our Initial
Market Cap at this time.
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Token Release Timeline
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Team
Team Members

Andrey Nayman, PhD
CEO

Entrepreneur, Mathematician, Quant & Professional Investor, an early
adopter of Crypto (2013), successfully led multiple technical ventures,
former MD of Radical Ventures. Adamant Product Advocate

Michael Landsberger
COO

Seasoned leader with a vast experience managing large scale
organizations in the finance and fintech industries. A true believer and
promoter of Transformational Leadership and the ROWE method

Alexander Gaidi
VP R&D

Experienced Engineering Leader dealing with people and technologies,
building teams, and defining processes. Believer in building processes
for obtaining results but not for bureaucracy. 



Matan Kelly
CFO

Expert in Treasury Management for Crypto & Fintech firms. CPA with years
of experience managing international venture accounting. Deep
specialization in the security of financial ecosystems.
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Team

1

Team Members
Tote Fernández-Bravo
Director of Partnerships
Seasoned Blockchain professional. Expert in analysis, management and
execution, closed more than 100 M&A and Crypto deals. Investment
Banker since 2011 and in the Crypto space in 2017

Eugene Kyselev
Blockchain Architect


Proven experience developing, deploying and evaluating Blockchain
Systems aimed at improving quality and efficiency, delivering on time
and within budget

Nate Holtzman
Head of Sales & Business Development
Blockchain & Web3 expert with multiple years of experience with
dApps, DAOs, CeFi & DeFi Projects.Master's Diploma in NLP &
Hypnosis, extensive experience in Affiliate Marketing



Shimon Kogan
CLO
A lawyer with more than 10 years of experience in corporate law,
emphasizing online trading, e-commerce, and tokenization. Skilled in
Corporate Affairs & Regulation, Commercial Contracts (including M&A),
Corporate Law Finance & Investments
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Core Team

Senior Management

5


Deployment

23


Marketing

6


Business Development

4


Community Management

4
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Roadmap
2021
Q2
• "Project Kickoff (Self-Funded)

• Team Expansion

• Refinement of Litepaper (Version 1)"

Q3 - Q4
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Magic DAO Mechanics Development - Validation process for app listing

Magic Store UX/UI Development

Magic Store Architecture Design & Deployment

Whitepaper

Legal Structure Building

Legal Consulting for Magic Square's Token Launch (SQR as Utility Token)"

2022
Q1 - Q2
• MVP Development of Magic Store: Onchain Application Validation, MagicID,
Karma Reward System

• Magic Square Community Building on Twitter, Telegram, and Discord

• In-Depth Marketing Research on Worldwide Marketing Costs: PPC, CPA
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Roadmap

Q3
• Official Release of Magic Square's Closed Beta with up to 50,000 invited users

• Fundraising - Private Round - Phase 1

• Official Release of Magic Affiliates & Client Onboarding

• Magic Affiliates Program Boosting with a goal to create the biggest affiliate
marketing community in crypto

Q4
• Official Release of Public MVP with Swap Functionality

• Launch of Magic-athons where developers can create Trading / DeFi and Bug
competitions

• Fundraising - KOL Round

• Magic Statistics - Advance Onchain Statistics

• Migration from Solana to BNB Chain

2023
Q1
•
•
•
•
•

TGE - SQR Token Launch

Magic Affiliates - Advanced Program

Official Release of Magic PPC Platform for Advertisement

Magic Finance - DeFi Aggregation Solution

Activation of Subscription Model
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Roadmap

Q2 - Q3
• Magic NFT - Aggregation and Verification of NFT Marketplaces

• Magic Moderators - Users can get a moderator role and get a reward for
moderating the Store 

• Magic Community - Internal Communication Solution where users and
developers can communicate without the need to leave the platform.

• Cash Onramp - Users can buy any token using their credit card

Q4
• Magic Governance - Users can Stake SQR Tokens and Propose / Vote for
changes to Magic Store functionality

• Magic Store from Business - Crypto B2B marketplace

• Multi-Lingual Support

• Games Streaming via Magic Spaces
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